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A new rigorous Monte Carlo simulation approach is employed to study nucleation barriers for
droplets in Lennard-Jones fluid. Using the gauge cell method we generate the excess isotherm of
critical clusters in the size range from two to six molecular diameters. The ghost field method is
employed to compute the cluster free energy and the nucleation barrier with desired precision of
s1–2dkT. Based on quantitative results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations, we access the limits
of applicability of the capillarity approximation of the classical nucleation theory and the Tolman
equation. We show that the capillarity approximation corrected for vapor nonideality and liquid
compressibility provides a reasonable assessment for the size of critical clusters in Lennard-Jones
fluid; however, its accuracy is not sufficient to predict the nucleation barriers for making practical
estimates of the rate of nucleation. The established dependence of the droplet surface tension on the
droplet size cannot be approximated by the Tolman equation for small droplets of radius less than
four molecular diameters. We confirm the conclusion of ten Wolde and FrenkelfJ. Chem. Phys.109,
9901 s1998dg that integration of the normal component of the Irving–Kirkwood pressure tensor
severely underestimates the nucleation barriers for small clusters. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1888389g

I. INTRODUCTION

Nucleation of droplets in a metastable vapor has been a
case study problem in molecular simulations of phase trans-
formations starting with the pioneering applications of
Monte Carlo sMCd and molecular dynamicssMDd tech-
niques by Lee, Barker, and Abraham,1 McGinty,2 and Ru-
sanov and Brodskaya3 in 1970s. In addition to recently re-
vealed controversies of the simulation methods employed,
which are discussed below, the interpretation of simulation
results in terms of the Gibbs classical capillarity
approximation4–7 by introducing the droplet surface tension,
and its dependence on the droplet size through the Tolman
length is also ambiguous.

Nucleation is a complex nonequilibrium process. Direct
MD simulations of nucleation are informative, but still lim-
ited to high supersaturations and, respectively, small nuclei.8

Most simulation studies consider equilibrium systems and
focus on the critical nucleus size and its free energy of for-
mation. Even then, the problem of nucleation cannot be con-
sidered within the rigorous framework of statistical mechan-
ics because the critical nucleus is entirely unstable in an open
system. Indeed, any fluctuations of the critical nucleus would
lead to either its decay or growth. In order to simulate critical
nuclei, it is necessary to impose certain constraints on den-
sity fluctuations in the system, and then to account for these
constraints in calculations of the system free energy. The
most straightforward approach to impose such constraints is
to consider a closed system with a fixed number of mol-
ecules, namely, a droplet confined to a finite volume cell in

the canonical ensemble that was done by Lee, Barker, and
AbrahamsLBA d.1 The authors performed MC simulations of
small Lennard-JonessLJd dropletssup to 100 moleculesd. In
order to find the Helmholtz free energy of the droplet, a
series of simulations were performed, in which the size of
the confining cell was gradually increased, keeping the num-
ber of molecules fixed, until the vapor state was reached. The
Helmholtz free energy was found from the volume depen-
dence of the pressure, assuming that thepdV integral along
this pass gives the reversible work of droplet formation. The
pressure was determined by the virial equation. Although this
approach was employed later many times, a validity of the
virial equation for a heterogeneous system confined to a
small volume has been recently questioned by Reiss and
Reguera.9 Another shortcoming of the LBA approach is an
assumption that a droplet in a finite system can be formed
sevaporatedd by increasingsdecreasingd the system volume
reversibly at a constant loading. Indeed, as was shown by
Binder10 for the Ising model and discussed recently in details
by Regueraet al.11 for the LJ fluid, the vapor-to-droplet tran-
sition in a finite system necessarily contains a spontaneous
step that makes impossible constructing a continuous trajec-
tory of equilibrium states for thermodynamic integration. A
comprehensive analysis of this phenomenon is given
elsewhere.12

Another approach to determining the Helmholtz free en-
ergy of a droplet generated in the canonical ensemble was
introduced by Rusanov and Brodskaya3 sRBd in 1977. The
authors calculated the normal component of the Irving–
Kirkwood pressure tensor of small LJ droplets of various
sizessup to 500 moleculesd in a series of MD simulations.
Integrating the normal component of the pressure tensor,
they found the location of the surface of tension of the ref-
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erence spherical droplet and the droplet surface tensiong,
and respectively, the work of droplet formation according to
the capillarity approximation through the Gibbs formula,6

DVd =
4p

3
rs

2gs =
2p

3
sDpdrs

3 =
16pgs

3

3sDpd2 , s1d

where gs is the surface tension referred to the surface of
tension of radiusrs, which fulfills the Laplace equations2d
for the pressure difference,Dp=pl −pv, between the liquid
and vapor phases labeled by subscripts “l” and “v,”

Dp =
2gs

rs
. s2d

The vapor pressurepv was evaluated from the averaging of
the pressure profile on the periphery of the simulation cell.
pl, the pressure in a bulk liquid at the chemical potential of
the fluid in the droplet, was calculated from second virial
coefficient. The surface tension was found to increase mono-
tonically with the radius that implies positived. The authors
fitted the dependencegssrsd by the Tolman equation7

g = g`S1 −
2d

rs
D , s3d

whereg` is the surface tension of plane surface andd is the
Tolman length independent of the droplet sizes. They ob-
tainedg` higher than the experimental value for argon andd
equal to 1.7s ss is the LJ molecular diameterd.

RB sRef. 3d recognized that the pressure tensor is not
uniquely defined for a cluster as was noted by Harasima13

back in 1956. Moreover, Shofield and Henderson14 argued
that it is not certain where a force between two molecules is
acting, besides the molecules themselves. Whether the inte-
gral characteristics of a system are affected by the choice of
the pressure tensor is still a matter of opinion controversy,
especially when the system size is comparable with the range
of intermolecular forces.15 Despite of the lack of a rigorous
foundation, the pressure tensor method has since been widely
employed.16–25

Thomsonet al.16 performed MC and MD simulations of
largersmaximum of 2048 particlesd critical droplets and used
the RB sRef. 3d technique to obtain the surface tension and
the location of the surface of tension. Their results were in
qualitative agreement with those of Ref. 3. For larger drop-
lets, the surface tension was close to the bulk value. The
Tolman lengthd was estimated as the difference between the
equimolar radiusrc and the radius of tensionrs,

d = re − rs. s4d

The authors also applied a different “thermodynamic”
method to obtain the surface tension andd, assuming that the
Tolman equations3d with constantd independent of cluster
diameters was valid for droplets of all sizes from smallest
clusters to plane interface. For almost all clusters they ob-
tained positive values ofd ranging from zero to 1s.

Extensive studies of the Tolman length were made by
Nijmeijer et al.17 who simulated largesup to 12 000 mol-
eculesd LJ clusters. The authors derived an expression for the
surface tension, the radius of tension, and the Tolman length

from the normal and tangential components of the pressure
tensor, which is independent of the exact form of the tensor
provided it complies with the microscopic condition of me-
chanical equilibrium=p=0. They obtained small negative
values of the Tolman length with a large statistical error due
to significant statistical errors in the tangential component. In
a subsequent discussion,18,23 Brodskaya and Rusanov23 re-
evaluated the data of Nijmeijer17 and obtained positive val-
ues of the Tolman length. Later, Haye and Bruin19 obtained a
positive value of the Tolman length for a similar cluster at a
higher temperature.

ten Wolde and Frenkel21 questioned the very validity of
the pressure tensor calculations for small droplets. They
demonstrated a striking disagreement with the results of the
constant-pressure MC simulation of LJ droplets. In contrast
to the canonical ensemble MCsCEMCd simulations, they
considered an open system in thePVTensemble. To generate
droplets containing up to 450 molecules and to calculate
their free energy, the authors employed the umbrella sam-
pling technique.26,27 The sampling of molecular configura-
tions was biased to favor formation of clusters by introduc-
ing a fictitious potential. The size dependence of the droplet
free energy was derived from the droplet size distribution.
Different other methods based on a combination of biased
MC simulations in different ensembles and umbrella sam-
pling were later introduced and successfully employed to
study nucleation in LJ fluid and more complex systems, par-
ticularly by Kusaka28,29 and Chenet al.30 These methods are
the best currently available. Although the umbrella sampling
technique has a rigorous statistical mechanical foundation
and its computational efficacy can be significantly
improved,30 the biasing potential depends on an accepted
definition of molecular clusters which has a geometrical
rather than a thermodynamic nature. Review of cluster crite-
ria may be found in Ref. 31. Merikantoet al.32 explored the
influence of neighbor cutoff distances for Stillinger’s
criterium33 on the size and free energy of very small water
clusterssless than 20 moleculesd; however, comprehensive
studies of the cluster criteria for larger clusters are still lack-
ing.

In this work, we employ a new rigorous scheme of MC
simulations, first introduced for studies of the nucleation of
liquid bridges and bubbles in cylindrical capillaries in our
previous paper.34 Similarly to the LBA approach, we study
LJ droplets confined to a finite volume spherical cell. How-
ever, our MC simulation approach is free of the shortcom-
ings of the techniques discussed above. The paper is struc-
tured as follows: In Sec. II we present the results of MC
simulation. We generate a series of clusters of different sizes
using the gauge cell simulation method.35,36 The gauge cell
method allows us to determine directly the chemical poten-
tial of clusters without making any assumptions about the
cluster geometry or using the virial. The cluster size is de-
fined thermodynamically through the excess number of mol-
ecules in the droplet state with respect to the maternal vapor
state. We show that the constructed excess isotherm of criti-
cal nuclei does not depend on the size of the simulation cell.

The nucleation barrier is defined as the differences of the
grand thermodynamic potentials of the droplet state and the
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vapor state at a given chemical potential. Integration along
the excess isotherm gives the variation of the nucleation bar-
rier with the droplet size according to a general thermody-
namic integration formula stemmed from the nucleation
theorem.37–39Because the isotherm of the droplet states can-
not be constructed in the region of very small clusters, which
are inherently unstable and thus cannot be continuously con-
nected with the vapor state, the nucleation barrier of one
reference droplet has to be estimated independently. To this
end, we invoke the ghost field method, introduced in Ref. 34.
Within this method, a reference droplet is constructed in a
continuous fashion, thus allowing for thermodynamic inte-
gration to determine the droplet grand thermodynamic poten-
tial. The droplet is formed in an external ghost field of tun-
able magnitude, which is then removed. We show that the
magnitude of the ghost field does not affect the result of
thermodynamic integration. The combination of the gauge
cell method and the ghost field method provides a rational
for rigorous calculations of the droplet free energy, and re-
spectively, the droplet surface tension. Ghost field method
and simulation details are described in Sec. II. In Sec. III we
compare the results obtained by MC simulations with the
pressure tensor method and the capillarity approximation and
Tolman equations. We perform MD simulations to calculate
the surface tension in accord with the RB method3 and con-
firm the conclusion made earlier by ten Wolde and Frenkel21

about an apparent inconsistency of the pressure tensor calcu-
lations in small clusters. We show that the capillarity ap-
proximation, which employed the equation of state of
Johnsonet al.40 for LJ fluid, provides a reasonable approxi-
mation for the droplet isotherm. However, its accuracy is not
sufficient to predict quantitatively the nucleation barrier
which is very sensitive to minor variations of the surface
tension. The droplet surface tension can be fitted by the Tol-
man equation7 only for relatively large droplets of radius
exceeding four molecular diameters. For smaller droplets,
which are indeed of special interest for predicting the rate of
nucleation in a metastable vapor, the deviations are unaccept-
able for practical estimates. Finally, in Sec. IV we summarize
our main conclusions.

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation details: The gauge cell method

The surface tension, which is the most important param-
eter in nucleation theory, is so sensitive to the details of
simulations that the scatter of data reported in the literature is
not surprising. In this work we simulate LJ fluid with no
cutoff at a subcritical temperature,kT/«=0.7625. We chose
the uncut LJ fluid because of a reasonable consistency of the
planar surface tensiong` reported by different researches
who used various methods with and without explicit simula-
tion of the vapor-liquid interface.30,41–44The comparison of
the literature data is given in Fig. S1ssupplemental
informationd.45 At kT/«=0.7625, interpolation of the pub-
lished resultsswe considered thatg` changes linearly with
1/Td vary from 0.99« /s2 sRef. 41d to 1.02« /s2.30,43 Unless
otherwise stated, we use the value ofg~=1.02« /s2 reported

in Refs. 30 and 43 while comparing the simulation results
with the results of the capillarity approximation.

We performed MC simulations of the vapor-to-droplet
transition in LJ fluid confined to a spherical cell with a re-
pulsive wall to prevent heterogeneous condensation. The iso-
therm of the metastable vapor was generated by the grand
canonical ensemble MCsGCMCd method .46 The isotherm of
droplets, which are unstable in an open system, was gener-
ated using the gauge cell method.35,36 In this method, the
system is considered in the chemical equilibrium with the
gauge cell that represents a finite volume reservoir. The lim-
ited capacity of the gauge cell constrains the density fluctua-
tions in the system and allows one to stabilize the labile
states such as critical nuclei and to determine their chemical
potential. The original procedure35,36was modified: the fluid-
fluid interactions in the gauge cell were omitted and the fluid
in the gauge cell was considered as the ideal gas similarly to
the standard GCMC simulation scheme.47

The isotherm constructed by the gauge cell method cor-
responds to the canonical ensemble isotherm of droplet
states. It is presented as a dependence of the total number of
molecules or loadingNd on the chemical potentialm. The
chemical potential at a given loadingN is defined as the
increment of the Helmholtz free energy upon insertion of one
additional molecule, namely,

msNdd = FdsNd + 1d − FdsNdd. s5d

In so doing we do not invoke any assumptions regarding the
vapor pressure or using the virial equation, which is not jus-
tified for such small systems.9 For the details of the gauge
cell method we refer to Refs. 35 and 36.

In order to extend the simulations into the region of high
pressures and small cluster diameters and to verify the
method consistency, we employed two cells of sizesRc

=11s and 9s. The wall exertedr−12-type repulsive potential
to prevent heterogeneous condensation, so that the effective
cell radii were 10s and 8s correspondingly. The Markov
chains were as long as about 106 MC steps per molecule.
Each step included attempts of molecule insertion, displace-
ment, and removal from the cellsin the grand canonical en-
semble and the gauge cell method aliked. The gauge cell
volume was chosen to have in average no less than 16 mol-
ecules. At this condition, as we cautiously checked, the his-
tograms of the numbers of particles in the cells are symmet-
ric, and, thus, the chemical potential can be reliably derived
from the average number of molecules in the gauge cell.

In MC simulations, we did not impose any restrictions
on the location of the cluster center of mass, in contrast with
the classical papers of LBAsRef. 1d and RB,3 where the
cluster was kept in the center of the simulation cell. As
shown by Reiss, Katz, and CohensRKCd48 and Oh and
Zeng,49 these restrictions may affect the free energy estimate
considerably. According to the terminology of Ref. 49 the
droplets we simulate are RKC clusters rather than LBA
clusters.
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B. Excess isotherms of LJ clusters

Figure 1sad shows the isotherms of droplet configura-
tionsNdssd obtained using the gauge cell method. All droplet
configurations consisted of one liquidlike cluster surrounded
by vapor. Due to a small size of the simulation cell, multiple
clusters were not observed. The isotherm is given as the fluid
density in the cell,r=N/V sN is the loading andV is the cell
volumed being a function of the supersaturations=pv /p0.
The latter was calculated from the chemical potentialm de-
termined in the gauge cell. As the number of molecules in
the system decreases, the droplet becomes smaller and the
vapor pressure increases. At a certain point, the droplet con-
figuration becomes unstable, and the fluid undergoes an irre-
versible transition to a vapor state. This behavior is charac-
teristic for any finite volume subcritical system sufficiently
distant from the critical point.10 In the larger cell, the fluid
underwent the droplet-to-vapor transition at the loadingNc

=220; in the smaller cell the transition occurred atNc=115.
The vapor isothermsNvssd in two cells practically coincide
fFig. 1sadg.

The excess isotherm is calculated as the difference of the
droplet and vapor isotherms,DNdssd=Ndssd−Nvssd. In Fig.
1sbd, the excess isotherm is plotted as the excess number of
molecules in the cluster as a function of the supersaturation
s. The excess isotherms obtained in two cells excellently
merge atpv /p0=2.4–3.0, thus confirming the consistency of
the gauge cell method. Combining the results obtained in
both cells that spans the range of cluster sizes from 65 to 500
molecules we get a “unified” excess isotherm, which ap-
proximately corresponds to the range of droplet radii from
2.5 to 6.5 molecular diameters.

The droplet stabilized in the close system using the
gauge cell method corresponds to the critical nucleus in an
open system at the same chemical potential. Indeed, let us
recall that the critical nucleus is defined from the condition
of the maximum work of droplet formation. The work of
formation of the droplet state of loadingN from the maternal
metastable vapor phase confined to the volumeV at given
chemical potentialm and temperatureT is equal to the free
energy difference between the droplet and vapor states minus
the loading difference timesm:

DWsN,md = FdsNd − FvfNvsmdg − fN − Nvsmdgm. s6d

Note that expf−DWsN,md /kTg determines the probability of
observation of the state of loadingN in the grand canonical
ensemble at a given chemical potentialm. The state of criti-
cal nucleus in the open system has the minimal probability of
observation that corresponds to a maximum ofDWsN,md
with respect toN at a givenm. The condition of maximum is
fulfilled for the droplet stateN=Nd, the chemical potential of
which msNdd satisfies the inequality,

FdsNd + 1d − FdsNdd

= msNdd , m , msNd − 1d = FdsNdd − FdsNd − 1d, s7d

which follows from the definition of the chemical potential
s5d. For relatively large loadings, which are characteristic for
the systems considered here, the conditions7d reduces to the
conventional condition of chemical equilibrium between the
droplet and vapor states,

U ]FdsNd
]N

U
N=Nd

= msNdd = m. s8d

Thus, the droplet isothermNdsmd corresponds to the states of
critical nuclei, and constructed in Fig. 1sbd excess isotherm,
DNdssd=Ndssd−Nvssd, represents the isotherm of critical nu-
clei.

In Fig. 1, we also present the predictions of the capillar-
ity approximation for the droplet-vapor equilibrium in the LJ
fluid using the equation of state of Johnsonet al.,40 which
related equilibrium bulk vapor and liquid densitiesr1/v and
pressuresp1/v to the chemical potentialm. This equation
agrees with the vapor phase simulationfdotted lines in Fig.
1sadg. To calculate the droplet isotherm

FIG. 1. MC isotherms of droplet and vapor configurations:sad full iso-
therms; sbd excess isotherm of droplets. Squares, 9s ssmallerd cell; dia-
monds, 11s slargerd cell. Open symbols denote droplet states; closed sym-
bols denote vapor states. Dotted lines correspond to the equation of state of
Johnsonet al.40 for the vapor phase. Solid lines show the predictions of the
capillarity approximation calculated withg`=1.02« /s2 and the equation of
state of Johnsonet al. for LJ fluid.
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Ndsmd = rvsmdVcell +
4
3pr3frlsmd − rvsmdg, s9d

the droplet radiusr was calculated by the Laplace equation,
in which the liquid and vapor pressures were calculated us-
ing the equation of Johnsonet al.and the surface tension was
assumed equal to its planar value of 1.02« /s2. The second
summand in the right-hand side of Eq.s9d corresponds to the
excess isotherm. Note that although we do not employ here
any approximations such as those of ideal vapor and incom-
pressible liquid, Eq.s9d cannot be considered flawless. The
equimolar droplet radius is substituted by the radius of ten-
sion implied by the Laplace equations2d, thus ignoring the
difference between planar and curved interfaces. The visual
agreement of the capillarity approximation and MC simula-
tion for the cluster isotherms, as well as for the excess iso-
therm, looks excellent. However, the capillarity approxima-
tion, as shown below, fails to quantitatively predict MC
simulation results for more sensitive parameters such as the
droplet surface tension and the nucleation barrier at a given
supersaturation with necessary accuracy.

C. Calculations of the nucleation barrier: The ghost
field method

The nucleation barrierDVd is defined as the work of
formation of the critical nucleus in the maternal metastable
vapor phase kept at a given chemical potentialm. DVd cor-
responds to the maximum work of cluster formation
DWsN,md defined by Eq.s6d. As shown above, the critical
nuclei correspond to the clusters in the droplet statesNdsmd
generated by the gauge cell method. Thus, the nucleation
barrier DVd can be written as the difference of the grand
thermodynamic potentials of the droplet stateNdsmd and of
the respective vapor stateNvsmd at the same chemical poten-
tial m,

DVdsmd = DWfNdsmd,mg = Vdsmd − Vvsmd. s10d

Here, the grand thermodynamic potentials of the droplet and
vapor states are defined as

Vdsmd = FdfNdsmdg − mNdsmd,

s11d
Vvsmd = FvfNvsmdg − mNvsmd.

Strictly speaking, this definition is restricted to the discrete
set of chemical potentialsmN, which correspond to integer
values ofN. However, for sufficiently largeN we can operate
with interpolated functionsNdsmd and Nvsmd without a loss
of the precision.

Integration along the excess isotherm gives the variation
of the nucleation barrier with the droplet size according to
the general thermodynamic integration relation, which stems
from the so-called nucleation theorem,38,39

DVdsmd = DVdsmRd −E
smRd

smd

DNdsmddm. s12d

Here, DVdsmRd is the nucleation barrier for the critical
nucleus at a certain chemical potentialmR that serves as a
reference stateDR. Thus, in order to calculate the nucleation
barrier for critical nuclei of different sizes it is sufficient to

determine the nucleation barrier of one reference droplet.
Because the isotherm of the droplet states cannot be contin-
ued into the region of very small clusters, which are inher-
ently unstable, and terminates abruptly, the nucleation barrier
of the reference droplet has to be estimated independently.

To calculate the nucleation barrier of the reference drop-
let, we employ the ghost field method introduced recently.34

This method allows us to construct a continuous trajectory of
equilibrium sin the canonical ensemble, close systemd states,
which connects the reference droplet stateDR with the re-
spective vapor stateVR, and to calculate the droplet free
energy by thermodynamic integration. The technical details
of the ghost field method as related to the simulation of
droplet nucleation are given elsewhere.12 The reference drop-
let is formed in a continuous fashion being stabilized by an
external ghost fieldFextsr d=zFGsr d of tunable magnitudez.
The ghost fieldFGsr d represents a potential well located in
the center of our spherical cell, which facilitates the droplet
condensation. In this work, we use two different ghost fields
for each system to demonstrate the method consistency. The
potential profiles of the ghost field in the 11s cell are shown
in Fig. 2. They differ in the depths of the potential well,
−1kT and −2kT, respectively. The well is smoothened by the
transition zones in order to avoid the potential discontinuity.

We construct the auxiliary isothermNGsmd of the droplet
equilibrated in the ghost field of the maximum magnitude
z=1 using the gauge cell method. The isotherms build in two
potential wells in 11s cell are presented in Fig. 3. The iso-
therms have a characteristic sigmoid shape that is typical for
capillary condensation in small pores.36 As the chemical po-
tential increases vapor condenses in the potential well form-
ing a pinned droplet. As expected, condensation in 2kT well
occurs at lower pressures than in 1kT well. The use of the
gauge cell method allows us to avoid spontaneous condensa-
tion that would be observed in the GCMC method. After
condensation, the droplet grows as the chemical potential
increases further, and at a certain chemical potentialmR

* we
arrive at a droplet stateGR

* which contains the same number
of molecules as the reference droplet stateDR: the loading
NGsmR

* d=NdsmRd=NR.
The scheme to build a continuous path connecting the

reference droplet stateDR and the respective vapor stateVR

FIG. 2. The profiles of the ghost field potentialss−2« deeper well, −1«
shallower welld employed for computing the free energy of a reference
droplet in 116 cell.
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is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we use the logarithmic scale for
loading N for the sake of clarity. The path consists of four
segments.

First. Since due to inherent instability of small clusters
we cannot continuously grow the critical nucleus starting
form the vapor stateVR by increasing the loading, we reduce
the loading along the vapor isothermNvsmd and arrive at a
vapor stateV0 of a low densityN0 at the chemical potential
m0. The Helmholtz free energy difference between statesVR
andV0 is calculated as

FvfNvsmRdg − FvsN0d =E
sN0d

sNVRd

mdNv. s13d

For small loadings the integral is replaced by a sum.
Second. We turn on the ghost field and incrementally

increase its magnitudez from 0 sstateV0d to 1 sstateG0 on
the ghost field isotherm at the chemical potentialm0

*d keeping

the loading fixed,NGsm0
*d=Ndsm0d=N0. In doing so we con-

struct a series of vapor states in the canonical ensemble by
varying the ghost field magnitudez. The corresponding tra-
jectory of states of equal loading,V0G0, which we callN0

isostere, constitute the second segment. As shown in Ref. 34,
the Helmholtz free energy difference between statesV0 and
G0 is calculated by the integration alongN0 isostere fromz
=1 to z=0,

FvsN0d − FGsN0d = −E
0

1

kFGlN0,zdz. s14d

Here,kFGlN0,z denotes the canonical ensemble average of the
ghost field potentialFGsr d for the fluid of loadingN0 equili-
brated in the ghost field of magnitudez. kFGlN0,z is calcu-
lated by weighting the ghost field potential alongN0 isostere
with the average fluid densityrN0,zsr d in the ghost field of the
magnitudez:

kFGlN0,z =E
V

FGsr drN0,zsr dd3r . s15d

Derivation of Eq.s14d is given in the Appendix.
Equations s14d and s15d imply numerical integration

whose accuracy depends on the number of canonical en-
semble simulations at differentz=1, . . . ,zi ,zi+1, . . . ,0. When
the loading is so small that the fluid can be considered as
ideal gas and fluid-fluid interaction is negligible, the Helm-
holtz free energy difference between statesV0 and V0

* is
equal toN0sm0−m0

*d.
Third. The ghost field isothermNGsmd connects vapor

stateG0 and droplet stateGR at a chemical potentialmR
* ,

which contains the desired number of moleculesNGsmR
* d

=NdsmRd=NR. The Helmholtz free energy difference between
statesG0 andGR is calculated as

FGsN0d − FGsNRd = −E
sN0d

sNVRd

mdNG. s16d

Fourth. The ghost field is gradually removed incremen-
tally decreasing the field magnitudez from 1 to 0 in a series

FIG. 3. Isotherms of growing droplets stabilized in the full scale ghost field,
z=1 sclosed diamonds, −2« potential well; open diamonds, −1« potential
welld, and the isotherm of undisturbed droplets,z=0, from Fig. 1ssquaresd.
11s cell. R is the target reference droplet state atm=mR. G1 and G2 are,
respectively, the droplet states of the same density as stateR constructed in
the ghost field. StatesG1 andG2 are connected with stateR by a trajectory
of states of equal densitysindicated by the horizontal dashed lined generated
in a series of CEMC simulations by varying the host field magnitudez from
1 to 0.

FIG. 4. Calculating the Helmholtz free energy and
nucleation barrier for the reference dropletsresults of
simulation in 11s cell and 2.0« ghost fieldd. Continuous
trajectory of states connecting vapor stateVR and drop-
let stateDR at chemical potentialmR consists of four
segments:s1d vapor isothermVRV0 sthe number of
molecules is reduced fromNR to N0d; s2d ghost field
isostereV0G0 of constant loadingN0 sthe ghost field
magnitude is increased fromz=0 to z=1 in the canoni-
cal ensembled; s3d ghost field isothermG0GR sthe num-
ber of molecules is increased fromN0 to NRd; s4d ghost
field isostereGRDR of constant loadingNR sthe ghost
field magnitude is decreased fromz=1 to z=0 in the
canonical ensembled.
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of canonical ensemble simulations keeping the number of
molecules in the system unchanged,N=NR. The isostere,
thus constructed, connects droplet stateGR equilibrated in
the ghost field and desired reference droplet stateDR. Along
the isostere, the droplet partly evaporates and the chemical
potential increases at the isothermal conditions fromm=mR

*

at z=1 sstateGd to m=mR at z=0 sstateDRd.
Similarly to Eq. s14d, the Helmholtz free energy differ-

ence between statesGR andDR is calculated by the integra-
tion alongN0 isostere fromz=1 to z=0,

FGsNRd − FdsNRd =E
0

1

kFGlNR,zdz. s17d

Here, kFGlNR,z denotes the canonical ensemble average of
the ghost field potentialFGsr d for the fluid of loadingN0

equilibrated in the ghost field of the magnitudez. kFGlNR,z is
calculated by weighting the ghost field potential alongNR

isostere with the average fluid densityrNr,z
sr d in the ghost

field of the magnitudez:

kFGlN0,z =E
V

FGsr drNR,zsr dd3r . s18d

Thus, the desired Helmholtz free energy difference be-
tween statesDR andVR is given by

FdsNRd − FvfNRsmRdg = −E
sN0d

sNVRd

mdNv +E
0

1

kFGlN0,zdz

+E
sN0d

sNRd

mdNG −E
0

1

kFGlNR,zdz.

s19d

Finally, the nucleation barrier of the reference dropletDR
required in Eq.s6d is determined in accord to Eq.s10d as

DVdsmRd = VdsmRd − VvsmRd

= FdsNRd − FvfNRsmRdg − mRDNdsmRd. s20d

The calculation of the free energy difference along the
isoteresV0G0 and GRDR is worth special comments. The
integral in Eq. s16d along the vapor states equilibrated at
differentz since the intermolecular interactions are insignifi-
cant and the system behaves as an ideal gas in the external
field. Ideal gas approximatione0

1kFGlN0,zdz<N0sm0−m0
*d

works with the accuracy of 0.3kT. The most computationally
demanding operation is the calculation of the free energy
difference along the isotereGRDR. The calculation ofkFGlz

is demonstrated in Fig. 5, where we plotkFGlz against the
ghost field magnitudez. The contribution of the ghost field to
the free energyFsNRd is calculated by integration ofkFGlz,
Eq. s17d. When the ghost field is relatively strongsz
.0.05d the cluster is pinned to the potential well and is
located in the center of the cell. The statistical weight of
configurations with the cluster located on the cell periphery
is vanishingly small, although there is no restriction on the
location of the center of mass. Whenz approaches zero,
practically any location of the cluster in the cell is equally
probable. Then,kFGlz varies rapidly and the precision of the

free energy estimate depends on the quality of simulations at
small z. Note that whilekFGlz is of the order of 10kT and
even 100kT, the desired uncertainty of the nucleation barrier
calculations is at most severalkT. In order to facilitate sam-
pling at z,0.02, we used a special type of MC move shift-
ing all molecules in the cell along the same randomly chosen
vector of length less than 0.1s.

Via long s106 stepsd simulations we achieved the desired
precision of the nucleation barrier calculations. We estimate
that 90% confidence level corresponds to<±1.5kT for the
larger cell and ±0.75kT in the smaller cell. These estimates
are confirmed by a very reasonable agreement between the
barriers obtained in different cells via independent series of
simulations performed with the different ghost fields. The
difference between the results of the two series was 1.9kT for
the larger cell and 1.3kT for the smaller cell.

Figure 6sad shows the calculated nucleation barriers as a
function of the relative vapor pressure, which represents the
average of the four independent simulation series. The ar-
rows show the states, which were employed as the target
reference droplet states in the ghost field method, in the
larger and smaller cells. The precision of free energy calcu-
lations in the ghost field method is demonstrated in Fig. 7,
where we present the work of formation of the droplet state
of loading N from the maternal metastable vapor phase
DWsN,md defined by Eq.s6d at the chemical potentialm
=mR. The maximum ofDWsN,md is achieved exactly atN
=NR=NdsmRd and is equal toDVdsmRd which is indicated by
dotted line.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with the pressure tensor method:
Molecular dynamics simulations

Puzzled by a striking disagreement between the biased
MC simulation results and the pressure tensor calculations of
the cluster free energy reported by ten Wolde and Frenkel,21

we decided to check this conclusion by performing molecu-
lar dynamics simulations exactly in accordance with RB
method.3 The molecules were confined to a spherical cell of
Rc=11s. The wall exerted anr−12-type repulsive potential,

FIG. 5. Calculation of the contribution of the ghost field into the Helmholtz
free energy:kFGl for 11s sopen symbolsd and 9s sclosed symbolsd cells as
a function of the ghost field magnitudez, Eq. s9d.
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so the effective cell radius was 10s. We simulated a series of
clusters ofN=216, 343, 512, and 729 molecules. The time
step was 10−14 s. We performed 1 ns simulation with a
primitive velocity-scaling thermostat. After that, a suitable
moment was chosen to correct the temperature and the en-
ergy, and the simulation was continued for another 10 ns in
the microcanonical ensemble. The average temperature was
within 0.005kT/« interval from the target temperaturekT/«
=0.7625.

The radial profiles of density, configurational energy, and
pressure counted from the center of mass were obtained by
averaging over 10 ns microcanonical simulations. They are
given in supplementary information, Figs. S2–S4.45 These
profiles are quite typical for the spherical clusters and quali-
tatively resemble the results published earlier by different
authors.3,16,17,21The density in the middle of the clusters as
well as the internal energy per molecule are approximately
equal to that in the bulk liquid, but the pressure in smaller
clusters is substantially lower than the expected bulk value.
Because it is not possible to evaluate the chemical potential
m directly from MD simulations, we estimated the vapor
pressurepv sandmd by interpolating the number of molecules
in the MD cell ontoNspvd curve obtained from gauge cell
method. The pressures obtained from the densities of the
vapor surrounding the cluster were 1%–3% lower, which did
not affect the qualitative outcome.

The nucleation barrier defined as the mechanical work of
cluster formation was calculated as

DV = 2pE
0

`

fpnsrd − pvgr2dr, s21d

wherepnsrd is the normal pressure component andpb is the
vapor pressure, which was approximated by the pressure at
the periphery of the cell. The results are given in Fig. 6sad.
The nucleation barriers calculated through Eq.s21d are in-
comparably lower than those found in MC simulations. Al-
though we did not expect to find such dramatic difference,
this result agrees with the conclusion of ten Wolde and
Frenkel.21 Thus, we confirm that the pressure tensor method,
which is justified for macroscopic interfaces, is not appli-
cable for small clusters of molecular dimensions.

B. Comparison with the capillarity approximation and
Tolman equations

There are different ways to compare the simulation re-
sults with the capillarity approximation. The practical ques-
tion to be addressed is “How good does the capillarity ap-
proximation of the classical nucleation theory predict the
nucleation barrier and, respectively, the rate of nucleation at
a given supersaturation?” In this respect, the nucleation bar-

FIG. 6. Nucleation barriers in LJ fluid computed in MC and MD simulations
and predicted by the capillarity approximation. The results are presented in
different coordinates:sad as a function of supersaturationsthe arrows show
the reference states generated in the ghost field in two cells employed in
simulationsd, sbd as a function of reciprocal pressure difference squaredsthe
capillarity approximation implies a linear dependence,scd as a function of
droplet size defined as the radius of tension.

FIG. 7. The work of formation,DWsN,md, of the droplet state of loadingN
from the vapor state at a given chemical potentialm. The nucleation barrier
DVdsmd corresponds to the maximum ofDWsN,md achieved at the droplet
stateNdsmd containing the critical nucleus. Calculations are presented for the
chemical potentialm=−8.9«.
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rier has to be presented as a function of the vapor pressure or
the chemical potential. In Fig. 6sad, we present the nucleation
barriers calculated as a function of the relative pressure in
accord with Eq.s1d in the form DVd=16pgs

3/ s3Dp2d, in
which the pressure differenceDp was obtained by using the
equation of state for the LJ fluid given by Johnsonet al.,40

and the planar surface tension of 1.02« /s2. The capillarity
approximation seems to give a reasonable estimate of the
nucleation barrier with deviations from the MC simulation
results from,5 to ,10kT. However, these deviations ex-
ceed the requirements for realistic predictions of the rate of
nucleation which is the primary practical goal of a quantita-
tive nucleation theory. Indeed, the rate of nucleation is pro-
portional to exps−DVd/kTd. This means that,10kT error in
the nucleation barrier produces an error of,104 in the esti-
mate of nucleation rate which is hardly acceptable. The dif-
ference between the simulation results and the capillarity ap-
proximation is clearly seen in Fig. 6sbd, which presents the
results in coordinatesDV−1/sDpd2. In these coordinates, the
capillarity approximation gives a straight line with the slope
proportional to the assumed surface tension cubed. The MC
plot is almost parallel to the straight line predicted by the
capillarity approximation in agreement with suggestions of
McGraw and Laaksonen50,51and the simulation of ten Wolde
and Frenkel.21 However, the deviation from the constant off-
set does indeed matter and reflects the dependence of the
droplet surface tension on the droplet size. Note that the
precision of our MC simulation approach was estimated
within s1–2dkT, which makes the simulation results suitable
for the quantitative predictions of the rate of nucleation.

The nucleation barrier, calculated in the capillarity ap-
proximation at a given supersaturation, is extremely sensitive
to the assumed value of the surface tension due to the cubic
dependence. It is possible to reduce the deviations from the
MC results by fitting the surface tension; however, this ap-
proach would be misleading for the real dependence of the
surface tension on the droplet size were masked with a “suit-
able” value.

It seems natural to present the nucleation barrier as a
function of the droplet size in accord with the Gibbs equation
s1d, DVd=s4p /3drs

2gs, which is a linear function of the sur-
face tension. The nucleation barriers, as functions of the sur-
face of tension radiusrs, are given in Fig. 6scd. The devia-
tions between the MC results and the capillarity
approximation are reduced as compared to the plots in Fig.
6sbd by about a factor of 3. However, this is a somewhat
deceptive agreement since the capillarity approximation im-
plies a different droplet size than the simulation, which de-
pends on the assumed surface tension. Thus, the plots in Fig.
6scd compare the droplets corresponding to different vapor
pressures.

From the excess grand thermodynamic potentialDV cal-
culated in MC simulations and the MC equation of state for
bulk phases that determines the pressure difference,Dp=pa

−pb, at a given chemical potential, one can define the radius
of tensionrs and the corresponding surface tensiongs resolv-
ing Eq. s1d, respectively. In Fig. 8 we present the relation
between the surface tension and the droplet radius calculated
from the MC data. The surface tension monotonically in-

creases with the droplet size smoothly approaching the pla-
nar limit shown with the solid line. For droplets as large as
six molecular diameters, which contain about 103 molecules,
the surface tension differs from the planar surface tension by
,2%. The deviation progressively increases as the droplet
size decreases and constitutes,15% for droplet of 2s ra-
dius, which contain 60 molecules. We attempted to approxi-
mate the simulation results with the Tolman equation with
Eq. s4d. The results of the fit with the planar surface tension
g`=1.02« /s2 and the Tolman lengthd=0.05s is given in
Fig. 6. There is reasonable agreement in the range of droplets
exceeding 4s radius and correspondingly,300 molecules.
The planar surface tension interpolated by the Tolman equa-
tion perfectly agrees with the data of Errington43 and Chenet
al.30 For smaller droplets, deviations progressively increase.
It was not possible to extend its applicability to a larger
diapason of droplet radii by varying the parameters of Eq.
s3d.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We employed a new rigorous approach to simulate ho-
mogeneous droplet nucleation, which allows for calculating
the free energies of clusters with precision ofs1–2dkT. We
simulated a series of clusters ranging in radius from 2s to 6s
and containing, respectively, from,50 to ,500 molecules.
We studied LJ fluid with no cutoff, for which the planar
surface tension was determined accurately in recent
simulations.30,41,43The temperature of simulation was chosen
kT/«=0.7625 that corresponds to the boiling temperature of
the LJ model of nitrogen.52 The clusters were simulated as
confined to a spherical cell with slightly repulsive walls to
avoid heterogeneous nucleation. Two parallel simulations in
the cells of different radii were performed to demonstrate the
independence of simulation results on the size of the simu-
lation cell. The analysis was performed in a purely thermo-
dynamic fashion in terms of excess quantities, namely, the
excess cluster mass and the excess cluster free energy, with-
out invoking any assumption about cluster geometry or va-
por ideality. The clusters were generated by means of the
gauge cell method,35 in which the chemical potential of the

FIG. 8. Size dependence of the surface tension. The bold line shows a fit to
the Tolman equations4d with the constant Tolman length of 0.05s and the
planar value of surface tensiong`=1.02« /s2 marked by the horizontal line.
The fit is valid for droplets larger 4s.
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cluster is measured directly. The simulated isotherm of drop-
let states cannot be continuously connected with a vapor
state due to the inherent instability of very small clusters.
This discontinuity of the droplet isotherm does not allow for
computing absolute values of the droplet free energy, al-
though the relative values with respect to a selected reference
droplet state can be calculated by integration along the iso-
therm in accord with the general thermodynamic relations6d.
We employed the ghost field method introduced in our pre-
vious paper34 to construct a continuous trajectory of states
connecting a selected droplet state and a low density vapor
state to compute the droplet free energy by the thermody-
namic integration along this trajectory. Two parallel simula-
tions with different depths of the ghost field were performed
to demonstrate the method consistency and to estimate the
uncertainty of the free energy calculations.

The combination of the gauge cell method and the ghost
field method provides a precise technique for simulations of
critical nuclei and calculations of the excess free energy,
which is immediately related to the nucleation barrier and the
droplet surface tension. We constructed the dependence of
the surface tension on the droplet radius of tension. The sur-
face tension increases monotonically and approaches the pla-
nar value ofg`=1.02« /s2, reported in the recent papers of
Errington43 and Chenet al.30

The data obtained were used to check the limits of ap-
plicability of the capillarity approximation for evaluation of
the free energies of small liquid droplets. To avoid common
assumptions of vapor ideality and liquid incompressibility,
we invoked the MC equation of state of LJ fluid given by
Johnsonet al.40 to calculate the droplet isotherm and the
nucleation barrier according to the Eqs.s1d ands2d using the
planar value ofg`=1.02« /s2. We found that this most pre-
cise version of the capillarity approximation provided a rea-
sonable fit of the droplet isotherm; however, the deviations
between the nucleation barriers varied from,5kT to ,10kT
far exceeding estimated errors of the simulation results. We
checked also the applicability of the Tolman equations4d to
quantitatively predict the droplet surface tension. A suitable
fit was found for droplets larger than 4s with the constant
Tolman length of 0.05s. For smaller droplets, the Tolman
length defined as the difference between the equimolar radius
and the radius of tension progressive increased with the de-
crease of the droplet size.

We performed the MD simulation of the same system to
verify the conclusion made by ten Wolde and Frenkel21 that
the mechanical approach based on the calculation of the
pressure tensor, which was employed in a number of papers,
is inconsistent with the thermodynamic interpretation of the
results of MC simulations. To this end, we employed the RB
method for computing the pressure profiles across the droplet
and calculating the droplet free energy. We found a striking
difference between the mechanical and the thermodynamic
approaches similar to that reported in Ref. 21. We conclude
that our simulation results are qualitatively similar to those
obtained by ten Wolde and Frenkel21 by biased MC simula-
tions performed in thePVT ensemble for LJ fluid with the
2.5s cutoff atkT/«=0.741. It worth noting that, elsewhere,12

we have simulated the system studied in Ref. 21 by the MC

approach employed in this work and found a quantitative
agreement with the results reported in Refs. 9 and 23. Thus,
we confirm that the pressure tensor method, which is justi-
fied for macroscopic interfaces, is not applicable when the
system size is comparable with the range of intermolecular
forces, such as for small clusters of molecular dimensions.

Finally, it is worth noting that the MC simulation ap-
proach we developed, based on the combination of the gauge
cell method for generating unstable configurations of nuclei
and the host field method for calculating nuclei free energies,
can be recommended for studies of various nucleation phe-
nomena in nanoscale systems, related to vapor-liquid and
liquid-solid transformations between the surfaces and in
pores, bubble cavitation, dewetting, tribology, etc.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE CHANGE
OF THE FREE ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM
IN THE PROCESS OF TURNING ON „OFF…
THE EXTERNAL FIELD

To calculate the change of the Helmholtz free energy of
the system in the process of turning onsoffd the ghost field
along the CEMC isostere atNVT fixed by varying the ghost
field magnitude fromz=0s1d→z=1s0d. Let us consider the
Helmholtz free energyFGsN,zd of the fluid in the ghost field
of the magnitudez. FGsN,1d=FGsNd andFsN,0d=FvsddsNd.
FsN,zd is defined through the canonical partition function

QsN,V,T,zd =
1

L3NN!
E dr N exph− fFsr Nd

+ zFGsr Ndg/kTj, sA1d

as

FsN,V,T,zd = − kT ln QsN,V,T,zd. sA2d

Here,Fsr Nd is the total potential energy of interactions be-
tween the molecules and between the molecules and the re-
pulsive wall andzFGsr Nd is the potential energy of particle
interaction with the ghost field of magnitudez. The deriva-
tive of F with respect to the host field magnitude is repre-
sented as the canonical ensemble average of the ghost field,

U ]F

]z
U

N,V,T
= − kT

1

Q
U ]Q

]z
U

N,V,T

=
E dr NFGsr Ndexph− fFsr Nd + zFGsr Ndg/kTj

E dr N exph− fFsr Nd + zFGsr Ndg/kTj

= kFGlN,V,T,z. sA3d

Here,kFGlN,V,T,z denotes the canonical ensemble average of
the ghost field potentialFGsr d for the fluid of loadingN
equilibrated in the ghost field of the magnitudez. kFGlN,V,T,z
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is calculated by weighting the ghost field potential alongNR

isostere with the average fluid densityrN,zsr d in the ghost
field of the magnitudez:

kFGlN,V,T,z =E
V

FGsr drN,zsr dd3r . sA4d

The integration of Eq.sA3d leads to Eqs.s14d and s17d,
which determine the change of the Helmholtz free energy of
the system in the process of turning onsoffd the ghost field
alongN0 andNR isosteres.
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